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Happiness: journal app,
analyst, life tracker
Happiness is a journal app from Good To Hear that helps users record
and analyse the influences on their happiness.
Users will enjoy writing and reading their beautifully presented diary while they
build up a private, permanent record of their lives focused on what matters the
most: their happiness.
How it works
It can be difficult to make improvements to anything without measuring progress.
The primary focus of this app is to make it simple to track happiness accurately.
This is achieved through randomised alerts asking “How are you?” prompting
some momentary introspection on the part of the user. Being asked to undertake
this activity alone can have an impact on the users’ self-awareness. Users enter
tags and longer journal entries in their attempts to discover the true source of their current
emotional state, and these influences are quickly marshalled into attractive, insightful charts.
Happy feedback
This is the fourth iteration of a concept developer Michael Forrest has been working on for the last few
years. One user (a student of Imperial College, London) wrote to say “for me, this app is the single
best reason to own an iPhone”.
Features
• Configurable reminder frequency and ‘do not disturb’ times
• Neutral and responsive mood entry system
• Short entry autocompletion naturally gives way to longer-form entries
• Editable journal view shows entries with happy / unhappy markers
• Chart view shows data month-by-month with averages, strongest influences,
and can be focused negative or positive factors with a familiar swiping system
• Export function for backing-up or exporting data for further analysis
Pictures
Have a look through the pictures on the next page for an idea of the elegant
design. The linked press kit contains full resolution versions of all these images, as
well as downloads and hosted links for use on the web.
For press enquiries contact:
Michael Forrest / michael@goodtohear.co.uk / 07816 649 256
App Store Link / http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/happiness/id501992445
Press Kit / http://goodtohear.co.uk/happiness/press-kit
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